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In the year 2022...
many countries passed the

'Compulsory Female Slavery Law'
that legalized the sexual-use
and trade in nubile women
over 18 years of age

When a giWhen a girl reaches slavery age,
she can be bought and sold,

hired and whored, and be used in
every imaginable way...  She becomes
her owner’s personal property.

Hi, boys and girls!
It is nice to see you again.
I’m melanie, and I’ll be your
disclaimer girl today...

you should know that all the
characters in this story are adults,

and no real people were
harmed in the making of this comic.

do not try any of the acts 
depicted in this story at home,
 at the office, or at your local at the office, or at your local

grocery store. 

remember, this is fantasy.

You, know, this material is
“not safe for work”. 

unless your work is “adult
comic reviewing” of course.

anyway, I’ll see you
on the other side.

enjoy!

DISCLAIMER
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Is she out?

Fuck!
This is the
second time.

Wake her up!

I hate it when they do that.
How long was it this time?

I have been swinging
in vain for minutes.

Hey! Wake up,
you little whore!

Oh god…
I comes to me now…
I was kidnapped…
I was walking

on the street and…
Oh god!

all I can remember after
that is the incessant whipping…

I must have passed out
from the pain…

Lord! what will
happen to me now?
Dammit,why was I
so careless?

I worked so hard
to avoid this… 

Let’s give her
another five, eh?

mmh?

I’m sure you have learned a valuable
lesson, feisty girl. If you give us sass,
you’ll end up back on the cunt splitter,
counting lashes on your tits, screaming

into your gag.

Yes, dammit! stop it… I just cannot take
any more of this. I’m so stupid! Why did I have
to give them the lip! I should have remembered

the first rule. Never antagonize men…

huh?

lights?
where
am I… I…

There
she is. Welcome back,

feisty girl.
Were you hoping

to nap through your
first violation?

You can’t just check out while
we are trying to whip some
sense into you, feisty girl.
You have to take it like the

rest of your kind.
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oh my
god!

Come on Jimbo!
finish with a hard
one on the tits!

Lookie there, feisty girl.
You could have chosen

the easier path.

Look at your fellow captives.
They have been treated to huge
cocks while you were being
flogged like a dirty pig.

you see the queue
of volunteers
waiting to fuck
their brains out?

Isn’t that flattering?

Yesterday they were
somebody’s insignificant
daughters and sisters.
Today, they have become
valued objects of desire,
expensive commodities,

prized property..prized property..

This is the moment they will start giving back to the society
that raised them. They were a drain on resources for years,
but now they have found their utility… This was their purpose

all along, they just never realized it until now.

you share that purpose, feisty girl.
Are you getting it now?

oh no!
it’s finally
happening.
I’ll be
violated.

Oh yes, you are
getting it, aren’t you…

Your body is already warming up
for that final destination.

There…
Well done, feisty girl.
You survived your
welcome whipping.
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It is a wonderful sight, isn’t it?
Almost poetic. Young women finding their purpose.
I’m sure the universe is finally starting to make

sense in your confused young mind now.

oh mommy!
They will violate me
like these poor girls!

Yes! it is over now, babe.
You can let go all that
worry and anxiety now.
You are safe with us.

nooo!

We will take good care of you.
We will train and condition you
until you accept and love

your new purpose.

oh god!
oh god!

Just let yourself go, and
watch everything fall into its place.
You’ll no longer feel that emptiness

inside. you will be fulfilled.

oh god!
It can’t happen

like this!

There…
can you feel me
filling the void
inside you, babe?

Come on dude!
hurry up and let others

fill her void too! ah-hah-ha!

fuck this! we have been banging
the same sluts over and over.
You can’t hog the fresh one.
Let’s share her over there.

Alright, alright. 
Grab her legs.
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Ok, put her
down here I’ll be first.

Look at
this virgin twat.
So pink and
smooth!

aaah!

Good girl! it’s a perfect fit.
Now you see where you belong?
Your holes were made for cocks.

It is like a glove.
Best fuck of the night

for sure.

Did you hear that, feisty
girl? Gary liked you.

Keep impressing the guys
and you might survive the night.

Are you enjoying this as much as
we do, baby? Oh I get it, you are a
bit surprised that garydecided to
stick it in your ass. You see,

sometimes big boys like to mix it up

I know, I know.
It hurts a lot, right?
Well, to be honest,
we don’t care…

Actually, it is much better because
you girls look so much prettier
with pain in your faces and

tears in your eyes.

Also, you look so much more
attractive with rosy cheeks.
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Hey Perkins,

is this the blonde
I asked for?

Yes, Boss.
She was a very good
match for your
specifications.

Good.
Bring her over,
let’s take

a closer look.

There she is.
For whom are
we training this
one, boss?

Caleb Butcher.

Pull her up so
I can take a good look
at her conformation.

Hmm…
She’ll do
I guess.
certainly

cockworthy.

She is exactly
what you asked for.
an A grade with

natural blonde hair
and huge boobs.
What’s not to like?

alright,
remove the gag.

what the hell are
they talking about?
what is going to
happen to me?

Listen, feisty girl. I’ll remove
your gag so you can answer
the boss’ questions. You’ll
be a good girl and behave.

nod if you
understand.

mm-mmh!

There. I guess you learned your lesson.
hours of rape and beatings certainly

taught you something, huh?

Yes sir.

do not antagonize!
do not antagonize!
not again, you fool. I must stay calm and

try to remember what 
I have learned...

The restaurant guy?
He bought three of our
bitches before, right?

Yeah. I guess he broke
them all. You have to
train him another one.
The bastard is filthy

rich and He is paying well
for our good work.
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A few months earlier…

Do not antagonize men!
this is the first rule, ladies.

Always remember, men are
the predators and you are the prey.
You must be vigilant at all times if you
don’t want to end up in a rape dungeon.

unfortunately odds are stacked against you.
statistics show that most of you will be enslaved
before the age of 25. only 8 per cent  of females

can reach the age of 30 as freewomen.

In this freedom prolongation
course you will learn how to
evade rapists and slavers. here
are the most important rules.

but don’t panic yet.
you can minimize the risk of
premature enslavement if you
are smart and informed.

look bland and boring in men’s
company. If they are interested
in you, don’t play hard to get.
if you act mysterious and

unattainable, they will be more
inclined to chase after you.

so why not let him fuck you on the first date?
look eager but don’t impress him with your

performance in bed. Hopefully this will send him
after other prey and leave you alone. what

the fuck?

I know this sounds weird, but
according to statistics prudish girls

are likely to be enslaved two
years earlier than slutty ones.

if they get handsy,
it would be a mistake
to fight it. believe me,
most men would be

happy to abuse you for
a few moments and let
you go. generally allyou go. generally all
they want to do is
assert their power
over you and feel

in control.

even if enslavement seems
imminent, never resist a man
 never disobey orders if they
threaten you with violence.

They can and will hurt
you, or even kill you.
So let them have their
way with you and try
to survive the ordeal.

what a load of crap! of course
I’ll resist. I can’t believe I wasted
money on this stupid program. Oh well, I’m sure I’ll

never be in that
situation anyway.

so they fingerfuck you a little… so what?
Few minutes of abuse is preferable to
a lifetime of rape. If you resist, the risk
of enslavement increases eight-fold.

with the correct information
and the right attitude

you can postpone the inevitable 
as much as you can.
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present your cunt, girl.

hmm. feels tight and wet enough.
this is a top quality snapper.

fuck! fuck!
how can I get out
of this situation?

I can’t remember anything miss Inu
taught us. just the first rule,

don’t antagonize!
And I messed that one up too.

I think the best part
of this thing is her tits.

look at the
shape and size.

yes, These are very
good. I don’t think
we need to make any

modifications.

What?
modifications?

her proportions
are good,

but we can increase
nipple sensitivity.

Good idea. Butcher is a tit-whipper.
He would like that kind of thing.

Alright. Give her oversencitin
injections every other day
on both nipples. Effects
become permanent in about

a month.

Don’t worry your
little head about it girl.
what to do with your body

is our concern now.

Let’s just say in a few weeks
you’ll be letting out a much
lauder scream when your
nipples are pinched like this.

oh god!

well, that’s good too, but
I prefer if you call me master

Now, let’s go meet your
new owner, shall we?

 my…
my owner?

what? I… Ahh!

What? but sir… please,
what is that?

oh god!
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Say goodbye to your rapemates.
They still have a lot of cocks to serve..
Our captives are treated to incessant

day-long rape prior to official enslavement!

You are lucky, blondie. This guy is
a filthy rich venture capitalist.
You’ll have a relatively easy life.

I know what you’re thinking.
A cock is a cock, right?
You are wrong there.

It is much better to be
owned by the rich.

You’ll be well fed, kept
in dry, safe cages insteadin dry, safe cages instead
of a back alley dog cabin.

You’ll be fine. after we are done with you,
You will be well-trained, obedient and

happy to serve your master in every possible way.
you will be glad and grateful that we put
you through our special training program.

I know it feels inconceivable
to you right now. But we have trained
hundreds of sluts just like you.

We shaped them into perfect fuckbitches,
suckpuppies, and rapepets.

you’ll be no exception.

oh lord! so this isn’t
just a casual gangrape.

They are going to enslave me!
I must think of something.
There must be a way to
stop this from happening.
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Here we are.
Now, be respectful and
obedient if you value
your pathetic life.

Hey Caleb,
I hope we didn’t

keep you too long.

No worries. This little puppy
kept me good company as
I watched some daytime TV.
Do you know this show,
Judge Bigdick? It’s great.

Ah-hah. No time to
watch any TV unfortunately.
I’m always busy looking for

your next perfect toy.
ah yes!

my next toy.
Is that the one?

Yes, we’ve found you a
great specimen this time.

Nothing like this fugly piece of shit.
If she was any good at her job,
you wouldn’t be able to remember
the show you were watching.

ooof!

Get out of here, scum.
Go surrender your ass
to the discipline unit.

100 lashes on your backside.

but what did I do wrong?
I’m so stupid. I’m a failure…

Get on your knees, bitch.
Meet Caleb Butcher.

He’s generous enough to
pay for your training.

this program is very expensive,
so you should thank him for
spending that much moneyspending that much money
on a strumpet like you.

I… thank you Mr Butcher, but… please…
I didn’t ask for any of this.

Please, if you just let me go, I’ll…

Ah, finally!

oh my…
is this the guy?
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Ah, it speaks?
hah-ha!

I like it.
It has a nice
face pussy.

I… wha…
Face pu…

You wanna
fuck it?

What I care more
about is it’s main

fuckhole.

I know they have this fancy
rejuvenation tech now,
so they can artificially

tighten and repair orifices,
but I’m an old fashioned guy.
I like the natural grip of a

tight snapper.tight snapper.

aah!

When you invest
in a new fuckpet,
you need to have a

good fit for your cock. Let’s see how it
handles the tip…
very good!

cradles well. warm
and pulsating.

oh! sir,
please…

it keeps making 
noises, though.

Maybe I should slap
it unconscious

first.

mmmh!

wonderful. it fits like
a glove. how old is it? 20.

20? but she feels
like a virgin?

Yes, she was.
she had her first
cocks today.

Strange. How could it
manage to stay unraped

for so long?
Who knows?

Some bitches are
more resourceful
than others.

mmmh!

But I…
aaaoooh!

Naah! I have the highest
confidence in your
cocksucking training

program. I’m sure she’ll
be great at that by the
end of her training.
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Is she too
old for you?

No, it’ll do fine.
I like the pussy.
It is just the
way I like it.

This is prime meat.
A good find.

I’m glad you liked her.
so, shall we go ahead
and start training her to
your specifications?

Okay. are you planning
to do something special

with this one?

I know you are particularly
fond of the art of tit whipping,

so I’m going to increase
her nipple sensitivity.

Aaah!

very thoughtful of you. I like that.
I have the perfect flogger

collection for these melons.

Alright,
let’s make it
official then.

do you have a
neckband around?

Sure.

Here you go.

aaah!

oh fuck!
I’m not meat,
you bastards.
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a few months ago…

Ladies, many believe that the most
vulnerable part of a woman is her vulva,

or her breasts… I disagree.

The most vulnerable part of a female is her neck.
Never expose your neck to a predator.

A bare neck invites men. It reminds them of the hunt.
it reminds them of the collar and the leash.

be careful not to
show too much neck to 

aggressive men around you.
Pull your hair down,
wear turtlenecks,

bow your head down,
slouch a little.slouch a little.

Remember,
if they put a band
around your neck,
it’s game over.

Once banded, you’ll
live out your days
serving cocks.

It cannot be undone.

This is the point
of no return, meat.
end of the line.

Oh, I love the look on
their faces when they are
about to be enslaved.
It is a priceless image.

please…
please don’t...

There! All done.
it looks good on you.

uuh!

It is a marvellous thing.
A little piece of plastic turns

a totally worthless woman into
a valuable, useful tool.

Oh my god….
I’m enslaved!
I’m a slave!

ah yes! this is your
official cum baptism, meat.
cherish this moment and
savor your owner’s

blessing.

I will name it Sassytramp.
Could you handle the

registration for me, buddy?

Of course. I’ll take care
of the paperwork tomorrow.

No! It is not
happening! no…
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So, when will I be
able to fuck it again?

<sob!>
  <sob!>

Whenever you like, Caleb.
Just drop by and she’ll be
available for you. But we
need at least 34 days to

fully train her.

Hah-hah!
Great. I can wait

that long,
of course.

See you in 34 days then.
Say hi to the wife.

Well, that’d be difficult.
I sold her last week.

ah-hah-hah!
say hi to the
next one then.

Oh lord…
have mercy and kill
me right now. What
will happen to me?

So… Alone at last.
Let’s get rid of
these binds, babe.

Your training officially
started. You’ll

wear these special
gloves from now on.
These will keep you 
from being naughty.

What the
hell are

these things?
Sir, they have
 no fingers, I…

You no
longer need
fingers, bitch.

What?
But how…

Enough! you don’t
need to know

why men do things
the way they do.

You are not meant to
think or understand.

You will blindly follow orders.
you will obey commands

without hesitation or doubt.
That is what you are meant to do.
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Now, let’s start with some
posture training. You may have the
perfect body, but you don’t know

the right way to present it.

Such a shame,
you look like
a fox trapped
in a milkcow.

You will learn to keep your chin up.
Arch your back and raise your butt.

Hah-hah-ha! Thankfully Caleb
was so impressed with your
pussy, he didn’t notice that
you’re a complete idiot.

Please sir. Please don’t
leave me like this. It hurts.
This is not necessary.
I’m a good student.

Honestly, I love training
programs. I attend loads

of lectures in my spare time. of lectures in my spare time. 

But you see,
It’s just impossible
to take notes with
these hellish glove

things.

Hey Mr Felps!
Can we use this

room for a while?
It has good light.

I hope we are not
interrupting, boss.

Phil here thinks he can
make a whole movie

out of this.

So you want to
make a movie, huh?

Yeah. I think I can sell this
for a shitload of money.
It will be good promotion
for your company too.

Oh yeah?
well, I’m just
happy to help.Not at all boys.

I was wondering what were you
doing with our guest of honor.

come on, bring her in.

you want to
take notes

huh?
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She might wake up
soon, though.

Don’t worry about it boss. We injected her with GPAX 
after you left. She will be out for another 4 hours.
Anyway, I’m sure you gents can handle this without me.

I’m going back to the flogging hall.

alright,
Thanks man.

Oh boy!
I’m so excited, my
hands are shaking.
I can’t properly set

this thing up.

I’m generally behind the camera.
This is probably the first time I’ll
be in the shot with her. Ah-hah.

Relax, Phil.
This is your big moment.

Don’t be nervous,
just enjoy it.

after all…
You’ll be the first man ever
to fuck the one and only

Kimberly Muttson.

Here goes.

Action!
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You know, the best way
to relax when you’re nervous is to

stick it in the closest woman’s mouth.
Luckily, you have one available

right here. Ah-hah-hah!
ha-ha!
Right.

She always liked a good close up
to her pretty face. It is only appropriate
to start the footage with a big mike
hovering in front of her full lips.

She acted all prudish
and repressed all the time,
but she was fully aware of
her beauty and sexuality.

After all, she was
“the bust you trust”.
Half of her personality
was her overgrown

funbags.

She never let anyone have fun
with them though. What a pity. these
perfect mounds of slutmeat bouncing

and jiggling idly for so long.

Oh boy,
her warm breath
on my balls is
driving me crazy.
I can’t wait for
another moment.

That’s it Kimmy. Keep breathing
as I invade your arrogant mouth.

What? you have nothing to say?
no witty comeback, college girl?

Oh well. I guess it is hard to talk when
you have 8 inches filling your throat.
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Come on Phil. I think you
are overdoing the intro part. 
why don’t you come over here

and make her a woman.

 bI guess I’ll do that then.
Good. She is well lubricated
and ready to accommodate

her first cock.

I wish you were conscious
to feel your first violation,
Kim. It is only a half victory

to take you like this.

aah! Here I penetrate
your well protected
chastity, little bitch!
I wanted to do this

for so long.

How does
she feel like?

wow! It is even better than how
I imagined it would be. It is a crime

to hide this marvellous honeypot from
the world. she feels so good.

Hey man, what did you do
with the reporter woman?

I left her at the guest room with
the boss and the cameraman. They

must be double-ending her right now.

What? They are deflowering
Kimberly Muttson, and we are wasting

time flogging these mutts?
I wanna watch that action.

Watch it? I wanna fuck
her brains out myself.
We never get the chance
to violate celebrities.

 Come on,
let’s go.
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I see you are watching
intently, Sassytramp.
This turns you on, 

doesn’t it?

I’m sorry.
Did I do something

wrong?

oh god,
not again…
please…

It is too
mu-hhmmmhh hush!

just slobber
over my cock as
much as you can.

Lubricate it all over,
because I‘ll shove it in 
our ass in a moment.

oh lord,
will this nightmare
of a day ever end?

There it goes in your tail-hole.
We will soon fit you with
your own tail-buttplug.

A good fuckuppy should have
a proper tail, don’t you think?

oh, don’t
be a crybaby.
This is just
the tip.

Ok, now it
should hurt.

ple-e-ease!
Good girl. Yes, scream
at the top of your lungs.

That’s just music to my ears.

What?
I-aaah!!!

Naah! You are doing
fine, my pet. You look cute
as a button in that pillory.
You are just so pretty

and fuckable.

no…
no I…
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You are an assfucker too?
personally I don’t understand

the obsession with it.

These bitches have
orifices designed

for cocks, you know.

Hah-hah!
Yeah, sure. It is not
naturally lubricating,

but I enjoy the
extra tightness.

Of course, the main purpose of
fucking a woman in the ass isn’t
simply taking pleasure, but
hurting and humiliating her. isn’t that right,

fuckpet?

Just look
at her face.
Isn’t that
priceless?

Try it buddy,
you’ll like it.

Well, she is out
cold, so what
difference

would it make?

man, you were right
about the tightness.
This bitch is gifted
in all her orifices.

She must understand
that she controls nothing,
and you control everything.

See? you should
use a woman fully
to better assess

her value. 

but of course, it’d
be stupid of me to waste
the opportunity to assfuck
the great Kimberly Muttson.

please have
mercy…
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Nooo!

Oh yeah! I wish she could
open her eyes and watch my cock
stretching her anus right now.
This is basically masturbating
using a very expensive sex toy.

That’s right.
That’s exactly
what she is.

The difference is,
it takes some effort
to maintain them.

You have to work
to keep them in

good physical and
mental condition.

Sometimes a good cock
is enough for that,
but sometimes what
you need is a good

flogger.

Oh god no!
please sir…
cock please…
please fuck me
instead sir…

hah-hah-hah!
Don’t you worry, Sassytramp!
You will have more cock soon.
Actually, you will have so

much cock in you,
you will be begging for
the flogger instead.the flogger instead.

You are a nasty
son of a bitch.

I’m almost starting
to feel bad

for Kimmy here.

Ah, to imagine her enduring
hundreds of gangbangs and whippings,

slowly turning into an obedient
little lapdog at the end…

My cock has
never been
this hard.

We aren’t having sex with these women.
We are jerking off using them.

They are just objects. Interchangeable,
cheap, insignificant tools.
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You seem to have a lot of pant up anger
towards this poor lady, Phil? Go on, Slap her!

a few hard slaps across her face will
enhance the assfucking experience.

Yeah, why not! Sodomizing this bitch
is not enough. This is no unusual chore
for her.  She always acted like she had

a stick up her butt anyway.

You don’t know how
frustrating it was to have this beauty

wandering around, acting all
haughty, contempt in her eyes…

She was the star of the channel,
so the boss made it clear
that she was off limits.

The forbidden fruit we cannot taste.

Of course
we had other
femployees and

interns to play with,
but everybody

dreamed of doing
the nastiest thingsthe nastiest things
to Kim one day.

She knew that she was untouchable as long as she managed
to keep her viewership. She worked hard for that. She was smart
and resourceful. To be perfectly honest, she was a much better

journalist than all her male colleagues combined.
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I worked with her a lot.
She thought I was relatively

harmless I guess, so she took me
to the field when necessary.
I liked being around her, so I

stayed out of her personal space.

no-mmmf!

m-m-

Of course,
accidents happen in a close
workplace environment.

For some reason she
was not her usual self
that day, unable to stay
focused on our main topic.
So I had to struggle
to keep her attention.

Bad luck…
Kim was passing by
and she overheard

some of my
conclusory remarks

about Fiona’s
performance.performance.

What the fuck?!

Long story short,
at the end I got a

little distracted and…

One time I was having
a nice chat with Fiona,

one of the less prominent
reporters we had.
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joke’s on you, bitch!.
I sold that shirt to a rich

pervert for a good sum. he-he!

Inexplicably,
she overreacted
to the incident

Insolent dog! 
How dare you suggest
such a nasty thing?
I would never…

Hey, ummpph!

You men are disgusting. swinging
your unwashed dicks around,

violating every hole you can find,
squirting that goo everywhere!

The whole place stinks like a cheap
brothel because of you bastards!

This was my favorite
shirt, you moron!
you ruined it with
your sticky stuff. 

Here, you
wear it!

Stop it
woman-uff!

Look where you ended up, Kimmy!
You were complaining about stinky workplaces
sprayed with nasty goo back then. I’m sure

your new home will be much more to your liking.

I should help you get
used to this place.
Unconscious or not,

you are already getting
accustomed to your
new environment.

Here, start with the smell and taste
of a ballsack. I’m sure your trainers

will be resting theirs on your
reluctant pretty face frequently.

You fucking slime!
Did you just

ejaculate on me?

Relax Kim,
it was an accident.
Not a big deal.
Don’t tell me

you never had cum
on that fuckable

body.body.
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I bet you never sucked a cock
in your life. Let’s get you started
on your new diet. It is never

too late to wean a slut to cum.

Hah-hah! I disagree with that
 It is never too early in my opinion.

I think there should be a law about this.
Every girl should start sucking
cock the moment they turn 18.

… and of course,
as you put it
colorfully,

wean her to cum.

Ah, I see you have fed
Kimberly her first
mouthful already.

Try not to
choke her, huh?

Don’t worry.
I’m just glazing
her pretty face.
looks much

better on camera.

Wow, I’m producing a lot of
stuff today. It’s as if my body

unconsciously working overtime to
fully cover this stuck-up bitch.

Of course,
I should finish

on her exceptional
chest bunnies.

It is only appropriate.
The bust you trust covered

with coats of jizz.

They should throw
a party for the birthday girl.
Every male she knows should
queue up to help her get
much needed experience
in pleasing her superiors.
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Well done, Phil.
You lucky dog.
You fucked

the incomparable
Kimberly Muttson 

horoughly.

That was a stimulating
show. wasn’t it, blondie?
hold on, I’m finishing
in your ass once more.

Yesss!

god-d-d!

I hope you are not feeling
neglected, blondie. I know, it is
just bad luck that a huge

celebrity is being violated on
your special day. You probably
feel that she stole your thunder.

Nonsense. Of course you can.
Don’t underestimate yourself, sweetheart.
Look at your tailhole gaping like a ravenous

abyss. It is hungry for more cock,
more abuse, more cum…

Please sir…
please let me rest
for a minute…

Shh! if you start bothering me
with this pointless pleading,
I will pick up my flogger again.

What the hell?
What are you guys

doing here? don’t you
have bottoms to flog?

Hey boss, we heard
that you are banging
that reporter chick
here. Me and the boys

wanted to have
a looksie.

Well boys, Phil here
is making a movie with her

so try not to ruin the shot, eh?

<sob> please…
please sir…
I can’t take
any more.
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what? me?

Here is she is, Kimberly Muttson,
star reporter of channel 12. 

You wanna show me what you generally
do to pretty girls like her?

Boy, she is something else.
I never played with

a doll of this quality.

hell
yeah!

Sorry,
I made a mess
on her. that’s
bad manners.
if you rape, you
should wipe.

No problem dude.
If we tried to clean up every
whore after every use in this
place, we’d have a nation-wide
drought. We developed some
quick and cheap techniques
for our sanitation needs.for our sanitation needs.

You just grab
an unused cunt

nearby.

It is bad to leave them
idling too long anyway.
A cunt should always
be useful in some way.

aay!

If you leave them alone,
they get ideas in their little heads.

Of course, fuckpuppies aren’t meant to think.
Thoughts would hurt their little brains.

ooov!
please...

No no! That’s okay.
Let’s make it more interesting.

You, big guy.
how would you lke to
be a movie star?
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There. You see this prime
specimen, little blonde?
She is a looker, isn’t she?
Much more attractive than
you ever hoped to be.

Now, you’ll clean her up
and prepare her for

another bout of violation

Start licking,
you brainless bimbo!

Good. Just like the icing
on a delicious cake,
right? Lick it all up.

Very gooood. Now the
insides of her mouth.

Let’s hear some slurping.

Such a good girl.
You are doing a great job.

Now, mount her.
I want every inch licked clean.

aay!

Nice. Take your time. You are
going to be a star too. Let the
good people watching this have a
nice good look at your pretty mug.

Show them how
much you like
the taste of
stale semen.

Oouv!

Ah!
but how… I…
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Bravo. Good idea to leave
those huge jugs for last.

Look at you.
That’s a natural-born whore right there.
Licking cum off another cunt on camera

and raising her ass invitingly 
like a kitten in heat.like a kitten in heat.

Aaaand
the final sip.

Now, get the fuck
out of the way.

I can’t wait to start
fucking this

sleeping beauty.

wha…

Nicely done,
fuckpet.

Here guys! Catch!
Put her to good use.

You can use her as a study aid
while I show you the proper way
to fuck a woman. Ah-hah-ha!

Dammit, Gregor.
Stop throwing
puppies around.

These bitches cost
money, you know.

Meh! That way we
eliminate the flimsy ones.

That’s selective
breeding, boss!

Don’t give me that bullshit.
if you break one, she is coming

out of your paycheck!
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Wow! still tight like a virgin.
Her muscles are trying to
stop the tip from entering.

Hah-ha!
don’t tell me something like

that would stop you.

Of course not. her body will realize
what it’s made for and let the cock in soon
enough. Isn’t that right, sleeping beauty?
There… that’s right, grab it and suck it in

slowly, just like that.

Wow! I certainly
wouldn’t throw this one out.
She is very beautiful up close.

And would you
look at these

exceptional funbags!

what do you know!
my cock fits in her
head perfectly.

So camera dude,
what do you want
me to do with her?

Just fuck the
stuffing out of
her the way you

like it.
You are a big guy,
I’m sure you can
lift her up andlift her up and
screw her like
a rag doll.

Sure,
watch this.

Let’s start with
her primary hole, eh?

Personally I’m an ass-man,
but I like to dip my cock
in their pussies first 

to lubricate it properly.

Go on,
get a nice
shot of this

nice slit before
I rip it open.
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There you go,
the monster is all juiced up

and ready to invade her backside.
I will fuck her so deep, she won’t
feel her tonsils for a week.<

Oh yeah. This is quality ass!
perfect tightness and grip.

That’s good.
Slide her up
and down
your shaft.

Okay boys, Let’s get back to business.
This little cockwarmer is Sassytramp.
Caleb Butcher commissioned her,

so I want you to pay special attention
to this one. Put her through Delta training
and turn her into a perfect fuckpuppy.

Another one for
Butcher, eh? Sure boss.
I will make sure that she
gets proper attention.

Of course,
before we make the dog,
we must unmake the human. Get down on

all fours, you
miserable piece

of meat!

Oooh!

Did she have any
prior training?
She is a decent
cocksucker.

Not that I know of. She was a
virgin when she was brought here.
The guys at the primary rape hall
processed her for a few hours.
Maybe she is a quick learner, eh?

Bow down,
cunt! Kiss the

floor.

Yes sir.
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There you go. You are
now officially a trainee
of Cummypaws female
obedience school.

Say thank you.

<soB> Thank
you sir.

Don’t you dare raise
your empty little head.

Yes sir. You will be flogged
frequently, stupid mutt…
This is to better prepare
you for your new life.

Flogging is standard
procedure, but the

length of the flogginglength of the flogging
is totally up to you.

Be a good girl and you will
have only 10 lashes on your back. 
If you defy orders or fail your
tasks, that number quadruples.

Do you
understand
this rule?

<sob>
Yes sir.

If you talk
without permission,

the number quadruples.

Yes sir.

If you you fail
to satisfy your

trainers the number
quadruples.

Yes sir.

Good.
Now, raise your ass
to receive your tail. Wha…

Unless you are doing your
anal training or potty training,

You’ill be buttplugged at all times.
If you drop this, your flogging

will be tenfold.

Yes sirrr-

relax your muscles, dog.
I will shove it in whether

you like or not.
It’ll be less painful
if you don’t resist.
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From this moment
you are no longer human.
You’ll have no dignity.

You’ll have no human feelings,
just gratitude and obedience.

You are now just a dog!
a worthless miserable mutt
with the sole purpose of
pleasing your masters.

Say it!

I’m a mutt…
I’m a dog… yes sir…
thank you sir!

 Very good, dog. You are
doing just fine. Now,

what are you going to do when
a master presents his boot?

Lick it?
Yes sir. I’ll
lick it sir…

Such an eager puppy.
Maybe too eager, actually.
I have seen bitches like
you before. You obey
commands just to
stop the flogging.

Turn around,
stupid dog!

Umph!

you don’t obey commands
to save your skin, bitch.

That means you are making a choice.
That means that you have options.

What you have
to understand is…

You are not to think.
You are not to evaluate options.

You are not to choose
a rational course of action.

You just
obey.

A Blow-up doll doesn’t think…
neither does a toilet bowl.

pleease!…

Say it!

          Yes sir,
I’m no human sir.
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Stop that
pathetic begging!

If I so choose, I can
snuff you right here, right now.
Your life means nothing to us.

Do you understand that your life 
is completely in our hands?

     ghh…
yes… yes sir.

If we so desire, we can
inflict you unbearable pain.
Do you understand that

you ‘re powerless before us?

oooooh!
Yes sir…

I’m at your
mercy.

During your stay
here, we’ill humiliate
you in every possible
way. we have zero
respect for your
limits, your dignity

or sanity.or sanity.
Do you understand
that you are totally
worthless to us?

Ooov! yes sir.
I’m worthless!

         yes sir…
thank you sir…

Do you understand that
it is a privilege to be trained
as a fuckpuppy by these
distinguished gentlemen?

you will always be grateful for
the training and discipline you receive.
You will always show your gratitude

verbally or physically without hesitation.
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If you obey all these rules
and concentrate on your training,
you will probably survive and
 graduate from the program.

If you manage to finish your
training and earn your collar,

you’ill finally became useful to mankind.

The better you understand
your worthlessness, the

more valuable you’ll become.

Lucky for you, your owner prefers
to interact with his fuckpuppies, so you‘ll be
allowed to speak like a human. But only

when you are spoken to and asked a question.

At other times,
you will be using

woofs to
communicate.

One woof for yes, two woofs for no.
You’ll make a slight whimper

when you are hungry or thirsty.
You’ll raise your ass and kiss the
boots in order to beg to be fucked.

Do you understand
these rules?

y- Yes sir…

<sob> woof.

Now, show me
how a dog begs.

What? I…



oh my god!
look at me!
what am I
doing?

I mUst
survive this!
I will... I’m
smart and
resourceful!

That’s right. See? you are a natural.
obey and learn, so we can

turn you into a useful fuckpet.

Yes sir.
Aaah! I’m done
with this cunt.
Who wanna
be next?

Me!

Not a chance,
I was here first.

Hold your horses, boys.
You’ll all have a go. She
isn’t going anywhere.
But first, Sassytramp
will clean her up for us.

You want
to clean her up,
don’t you girl?

© DOFANTASY.COM

<sigh!>
yes sir.

That’s right, open wide.
You have to learn to get your
nutrients whenever possible.
good dogs don’t starve here.

Swallow all of it.
Never waste a drop and you’ll survive
your training healthy and fuckable.

That’s my good girl.
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Alright boys. Here she is,
ready for another round. Shall we 

take the blonde to
her kennel now?

You are a beautiful dog, blondie.
But there will always be a better
cunt. Whenever men decide that
some other pussy is more
fuckworthy than you are,

you might be put to good use
as a fluffer at her gangrape.as a fluffer at her gangrape.

That means you will be working overtime to
suck all the cocks before and after they fuck the
worthier cunt. You will clean them, make them hard
again, and lubricate them for another round.

This sounds simple and demeaning, but it’s
actually a more important job. Any cunt

can be gangbanged. It requires no expertise. But
a fluffer needs to know what she is doing.

Practice makes perfect.
Suck all the cocks you can.
Beg for more. Learn to

please men in different ways.
No need to be jealous of the
girl lying there… She may be
the centre of attention now,
but there is some beauty out
there who would make this one
look like an ugly duckling.

All women eventually becomeAll women eventually become
the fluffer at some other

whore’s gangbang.

You will transcend these concerns once you realize that
you are just a set of holes for men. All women are. You
are interchangeable and insignificant. What distinguishes

one from another is her eagerness to serve.

Strange.You are very
good at this already.
You have no gag
reflex. None at all.

People say it is a natural
talent but that’s total bullshit.

You have practiced a lot, haven’t you?
You little nasty whore, you…

No, this is a good
opportunity for her
to learn fluffing.

my turn!
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A few months ago...

Okay, this concludes
the first part of the lecture.
Now you know the basic rules
of evading casual rape and
premature enslavement.

Remember! Don’t seduce!
don’t antagonize! Don’t appear
too confident or too smart.
Stay low and slow, ladies.

So far we talked
only about rape evasion.

But what if it comes to worst
and there is no escape?

That brings us to part 2:
Rape survival techniques.

The most important rule
is very simple:

Learn how to suck
cock properly!

oh for
godssake!

Bear with me ladies.
Studies show that there is
a strong correlation

between fellatio skill and
rape survival rates.

Simply put, you are
more likely to survive
the better you suck.

 This is to
simulate the way men like to
fuck our faces. 95 percent
of the time, they grab their
victim’s hair and use it as a

rape handle.

Now, for the next exercise,
we have to pull our hair up.

Make it real tight. shouldn’t we
just shave our hair
or cut it short?

If you want to fail
a FSO inspection, sure.

It is illegal for a freewoman
to cut her hair in such a way

it cannot be grabbed.

Even if it wasn’t illegal,
you shouldn’t do that anyway.

Remember the rule,
you shouldn’t be exposing your

neck to the predators.
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very good,
ladies.

Under your desks,
Each of you will find
a rubber dick like this.

Please take them
out and stick them
on your desks in
upright position

This is slightly
bigger than the
average rapist’s.

ooh!

Now pay attention. This is the only thing a woman
has control over when she is being violated by one or
more men. The way you handle the cock shoved in your
mouth can make the difference between life and death.

If you prove your
worth as a fucktoy,
you may live until
the next rape.

Okay, let’s start
with some

tongue action.

Get accustomed to the
cock’s shape and size.

After the class, take
these cocks to practice
at home. Stick them on
the wall and learn to
deepthroat them in
kneeling position.

Don’t stop practicingDon’t stop practicing
until you have no longer

have a gag reflex.

 Men love to gag
us with their cocks,
so it is fine if you
choke a little.

it is okay if
your eyes water.

They enjoy that too.

But you must learn to
take it all in if you want
to see your thirties.

That’s a
good dog.
Well done!.
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oh mommy!
my lips are
getting numb.
my stomach is
full of cum.
this feels so
surrealsurreal!

 You are right. This one has some skill.
She probably sucked her way out
of a few sticky situations before.

Anyone else
wanna try this?

Sure, pass her
over. I’ll need
a cum receptacle
in a second.

Aaaah! fuck!
That’s the good

life, guys.

Good girl!
Swallow it all.

Come here.
Let’s give the
man a third
option.

yes sir.

Yeah. I can see that
she is a smart girl

and a very good student.
She understands what she
is now, and she wants to be

good at it. isn’t that
right Sassytramp?right Sassytramp?

Yes sir.

Open wide, doggie.
ready your mouth for
his cock. try to think
like a real pussy, eh?

hah-hah-ha!

Don’t you worry. when
you look pretty and eager
like that, they always fuck
your face pussy too.

There! you see,
now you are useful again.

Well done, dog.

This one really surprised me.
She was rather feisty and

untamed when she was brought
here, but now I believe we can
make a nice fuckpuppy out of

her in no time.
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A fuckpuppy should never be idle.
there is always a way to be

useful in a gangbang, Sassytramp.
You just need to seek it out. Look for
unattended cocks. Let the men guide you.

A gangbang is a very good
opportunity for you
to feed yourself.

In here we don’t
feed our cunts
too much. Our

customers prefer
their pets to be
skinny and nimble.
So you’ll beSo you’ll be

constantly hungry.

But once in a while, you’ll
get to be a gangbang fluffer.

Make the best of it and
fill your tummy with all
the cum you can suck.

A few mouthfuls may not
be enough for survival,

but it still has nutritional value
when consumed in large quantities.

There is a good girl.
Catch’em all.
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Well, I have to say, this was the

most informative gangbang I have been to.
Hah-hah! Unfortunately, poor
Kimmy missed all of that.

I guess you have
to do this all over
again when she
comes around.

ha-ha! That’s right.
A dog trainer’s life is hard, Phil.
Work, work and more work…

Luckily we have
a lot of experienced

trainers and
hundreds of

local volunteers
to keep these
bitches busy.bitches busy.

Looks like they will be on her for a while.
Come Sassytramp, Let’s get you to the kennels.
We captured a lot of wild cunt today, so you
will have to wait for processing for a while.

Stay put and don’t make any trouble
until you are assigned to a kennel.

You don’t want to go through another
beating or rape, do you?

No sir. Thank you sir.

I’m good to go for
another hour if you
wanna keep filming.

then Fuck away boys.
Show me something new.

alright then.
Here is a good 
position for you.

ah-hah-hah!
these guys

are insatiable.

I guess I have
enough footage.
we can call
it a day
if you are
tired, boys.

tired of fucking
kimberly muttson?

no way man!
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pathetic creatures
sodomizing themselves
like animals in heat.. 
they are no longer
women. just dogs!. 

Boy, this place is a mess today.
Let’s take the shortcut

through anal training hall.

Look at me!
Obediently following

a man’s orders like a dog.
How could it come to this?

You will spend a couple hours here
every day. You’ll learn to use your tail-hole

actively to please men. Don’t worry,
you’ll find that it’s easier than you imagine.

dammit! How dumb am I?
I was captured so

easily. I did everything
right until this morning.
I followed every evasion
tactic to the letter.

I’m so stupid. I’m probably the only idiot
from the Chickpower rape evasion program

to be turned into a fuckpuppy.
Miss Inu would be ashamed of me.

and…

wait a minute…

That dog woman
looks kinda familiar… Oh!

Oh my god!

It’s Miss Inu!

End of episode…



So, how did ya like it? Good?

Please share your opinion
at Erenisch Comics Forum.

As the lowly intern
and the resident sex slave,
I personally read every
review… and occasionallyreview… and occasionally
masturbate to them.

 Hey! even cartoon
chicks have needs!

Do I judge you?

no, I don’t. for example
I’ll pretend that you

didn’t touch yourself a few
moments ago. wink wink!

oh, I almost
forgot!

please turn the page
for some extra content.

see ya!
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Oh my god!
This is so good!

Yesss! Fuck her!
Fuck that bitch, boys!

Oh yeah… I’m…
I’m almost there…

Go-d-d-d
Yessssss!
Fuck-k-k!

Oh my,
this was
the best

orgasm I’ve
ever had.

And that’s all thanks to
my good friend and
esteemed colleague…

... Kimberly Muttson.
Damn! that bitch really
looks good on camera…

no matter what
condition she is in.

I drink to your health Kimmy.
Ah, I should start using your new name,
Miss Yummycunt. Soon nobody will
remember your birth name anyway. The queen of tv news is dead.

Long live the new queen!
Lea Merrie!
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